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Abstract-Bali as one of the world's tourist destinations, is also supported by tourism-based higher education institutions. The vision and mission of the Institute, quality, integrity and environmental insight are contained in the strategic plan of professional warmth university hunting institutions ready to compete at national and global level in 2034. Have 7 courses such as: Agriculture Faculty, Medical Faculty, Economics Faculty, Faculty of Letters, Faculty of engineering, law faculty, faculty of social and political sciences and 1 postgraduate program. The number of students is 17 000 000 people. Institutional superior research that is built is oriented towards the tourism environment (Green eco tourism). The development of science is based on Tri Hita Karana concept based on cultural philosophy of society in Bali. Interwoven between praying activities, cooperation between civitas academica based on love (Tat Twan Asi), cultivate empathy for the environment that is realized in community service activities. International achievement, 1 dharma santi winner at provincial level, Asia Pacific declaration place for sustainable Agriculture, food and energy (SAFE), and Tri hita karana award (platinum) award. There are 16 research studies and 15 research services funded by the institution In 2016. 21 research research and dedication are received from the 2016 Research and Development grant.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Warmadewa University Becomes a center of science and technology education and development of quality, integrity, environmentally friendly, and globally competitive in 2034. Mission carried in order to realize the vision as written above are:

1. Conducting professional education capable of producing qualified graduates in a conducive academic atmosphere, a good quality assurance system and relevant to the needs of the community (social needs) and oriented towards increasing relevance, academic atmosphere, internal management, sustainability, equity and efficiency.

2. Implementing environmentally-based eminent service that can contribute to the development of science and society's needs.

3. Implementing Community-based Devotion and in accordance with the needs of the community.

4. Developing modern governance based on information and communication technology (ICT).
Principal Scientific Patterns, at the Institute of Environment-Based Tourism

To improve its competence and professionalism, Warmadewa University is always critical, responsive and creative in capturing and addressing contemporary issues. Such criticism and responsiveness led Unwar to a higher level of awareness of the growing phenomenon in society. It can be seen with the establishment of basic scientific pattern in the institution is a tourism-based "environment". Scientific Pattern The principal "environment" based on tourism can be interpreted that all scientific activities undertaken by all prodi or units in the University of Warmadewa always associated with concern for the environment of tourism. Or all activities undertaken by Warmadewa University based on caring, controlling, and preserving the environment based on Tourism. The environment is the condition or circumstances surrounding the inanimate objects (abiotic), living creatures (biotics) and culture (social culture) which is the unity of space with all objects, power, state and living creatures including human and behavior, affecting the survival of human life and prosperity And other living things. Tourism is a typical natural resource and environmental management activity, such as: cultural products, historical relics, beautiful landscapes and comfortable climate. Tourism Environment is a pre-eminent study oriented towards environmental conservation in resource management based on Tri Hita Karana. Tri Hita Karana is the foundation of philosophy embodied in the form of harmony, harmony and balance of relationship between man and God, man with man and man with nature in realizing prosperity (Statute Unwar 2015). Supporting Commitment of Scientific Principal Pattern of Tourism-Based Tourism Unwar. The philosophical foundation of LPM University of Warmadewa in supporting the Scientific Scientific Principles based on tourism developed by Warmadewa University are:

1. A superior study that is oriented towards the management and utilization of natural resources and sustainable energy in an effort to conserve the environment.
2. The cultural values of Hinduism contained in the teachings of Tri Hita Karana which implies the concept of human attachment to the spiritual environment and divinity, attachment and responsibility of human to social environment based on human values and human responsibility to the preservation of nature and biological survival.
3. Ethics and morality derived from religious teachings, cultural values of the archipelago, Pancasila and the Constitution of the State of the Republic of Indonesia Year 1945.
4. The glorious spirit of Sri Kesari Warmadewa as a common frame in every creative motion undertaken by the academic community of Warmadewa University.
5. Wisdom attitude that is always developed by every man of Warmadewa University in accordance with the motto Guna Widya Sewaka Nagara which means science, technology and art devoted to the interests of development of nusa and nation in achieving the happiness and prosperity of the Republic of Indonesia based on Pancasila and UUD1945.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The research was conducted at Warmadewa University Denpasar Bali Indonesia. There are stages of research 1) Profiles of university institutions 2) Renstra colleges 3) Program each faculty 4) Linkage program with the vision of the mission of the University. The method used is comparative analysis that is by comparing the standard of education quality, basic scientific pattern, vision and mission. Data were taken in each faculty, research institute (lemlit), research institute (LPM), academic section. Quality assurance agency.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Institutions of higher education in Indonesia are expected to implement the results of research in the form of community service that fits the potential of the region. Bali is one of the world's tourist destinations, it also has the largest private higher education institution. The mission of the institution's mission is quality, integrated and environmentally friendly. The strategic plan formulated is a professional education institution ready to compete at national and global level in 2034. Has 7 courses (Faculty of agriculture, medicine, engineering, economics, law, Fisip, literature.). And 1 Postgraduate and students totaling 8,500,000,000 people. Institutional superior research that is built oriented towards environment-based tourism (Green eco tourism). The development of science is based on the concept of Tri Hita Karana taken from the cultural philosophy of society in Bali that is the attitude of empathy to human esame, nature and Maha Pencipta which is manifested in the form of devotion to society.
In relation to its main duties and functions, the institution of dedication to the community of Warmadewa University (LPM) has undertaken several activities both financed by the University, the government and cooperation with other parties. The budget and the acquisition of grants continue to increase, in 2010 succeeded in obtaining the Higher Education Grant a number of 5 devotions in the form of devotion Young Lecturer, Women's Studies, and Competitive Grants. In 2016 passed 16 proposals of service and 15 inter-institutional-funded research institute. Institution of Rp 160,000,000. In 2017 obtaining institutional funding of Rp 250,000,000 per group Rp 12,500,000 A total of 21 research proposals and dedications have passed the Higher Education Grant.

A In the incidental field of service LPM holds annual service activities in cooperation with government, private and community-funded community partners, in the form of inter-field service and Desa Binaan. The built village that is louching is Pinggan village in Kintamani sub district, Bangli regency. In Kabupaten Karangasem with 8 sub-districts, 38 villages with KKN program: completing illiteracy, exploring tourism potential, applying appropriate technology, community empowerment.

In order to improve quality and quantity, LPM community service institution organizes training and mentoring proposal by bringing in reviewer team from Dikti, also conducting internal reviewer training. Organizing national seminar on writing international journals, sending several lecturers to take part in international conferences as scientific writers in 2016. and development of business incubator as a container of products of Desa Binaan. Existence of Women's Unit, Environmental Unit, Cultural Studies Unit to achieve strategic plan.

**Field of Facility**

Supporting facilities of educational programs and teaching, research and dedication owned institutions such as: Biological laboratory, Lab. Physics, Chemical Labs, Wet Labs, Dry Labs, Medical Labs, Engineering Labs, Language Labs, Legal Aid Labs and False Courts. Social science and political science Lab. In order to provide a high quality assurance. In line with the development of science and technology and the need for labor competence in the labor market which is increasing and varied, in the next five years, Warmadewa University plans to develop several things:

1. Revitalization of laboratory facilities / workshops in each study program to support the quality of service and graduates
2. Developing libraries into IT-based libraries (e-libraries) so as to facilitate access to the present knowledge of science and technology
3. develop means of Competency Test Place (TUK) in each department
4. improve the quality of learning facilities (learning media).

**Infrastructure**

The availability of infrastructure owned by Warmadewa University used by the study programs of the adequacy aspect is deemed to be adequate in accordance with the needs of the competencies and profiles of each study program, however it is in line with the wishes of the institution in the next few years which seeks to increase the quantity and Quality of service, it is still deemed necessary to continue the addition of new infrastructure.
Judging from the fairness aspect, Warmadewa University still sees the need to continue to develop. This development is related to the relevance of dedication to the needs of industry and in line with the development of science and technology. The dynamics of the development of industrial needs and the development of science and technology become the basis of reference for the institution in maintaining the fairness and adequacy of infrastructure that must be provided in the study programs. The development plan in the next five years on infrastructure will develop infrastructure by looking at competency needs and technological developments. Development will be done related to the needs of the study program on the availability of infrastructure in the classroom, laboratory, and needs in the workshop. The target of development in infrastructure is the increasing quality of service result, quality service to research and relevance of research competence.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

Excellence potential of the region. Bali is one of the world’s tourist destinations, also has the largest private higher education institution. The mission of the institution's mission is quality, integrated and environmentally friendly. The strategic plan formulated is a professional education institution that is ready to compete in national and global level in 2034. The higher education institution should have a level of excellence in accordance with the potential of the region. Regional excellence should be linked to global issues.
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